The STEM Symposium Organizing Committee would like to thank South Jersey Gas for their generous and continuous financial sponsorship since 2012.

We also would like to thank the following organizations who either purchased advertisement space or earned advertising space through their support of our 2018 RowanGIVES campaign:

- Biology Club
- Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences
- Pre-Health Society
- Rowan University Library
- Society of Women Engineers
Each year, the University community gathers to celebrate the hard work and achievements of its students in the fields of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics. While the Symposium lasts only for a few hours on one day out of the entire year, all of today’s displays represent months of dedication and hard work. On behalf of the University, I extend my congratulations to all of the students giving presentations today and gratitude to all of their faculty mentors. My colleagues and I are proud to be at an institution that has such dedicated people.

The STEM Symposium is possible only because of the help and broad-based participation from across the University. No support means no Symposium, so it is important to point out that today’s event arises from the efforts of many people. At the risk of accidentally leaving somebody out (and if I have done so, I apologize!), I would like to thank all of the following:

- Mahaa Ahmed ’19, Edward Delesky ’18, Ian Dunn ’19, Matthew Heisler ’20, Hannah Hoag ’16 M18, Taher Moosavi ’18, John Schneider ’17 M19, and Alexander Weisberger ’21 are this year’s STEM Student Coordinators. All of the Student Coordinators brought a lot of ideas and shouldered important responsibilities. They deserve the credit for everything that goes right today because they have done the bulk of the preparatory work. When you are at the Symposium today, please look for them and congratulate each of them!

- The STEM Symposium has a new home! This year we moved to the Rowan University STEM Center, and the Symposium Coordinators would like to thank Kenneth Lacovara, Eric Milou, and especially Brigid Milone for all of the assistance that they have provided. We also thank the College of Science & Mathematics and the Rowan College of Engineering for their support. Without the unwavering support of all three of these offices, this Symposium would not be possible.

- Anticipating our transition to becoming an all-discipline event next year, we hosting our first non-STEM presentations this year. We would like to thank our liaisons with the following colleges that have elected to participate in this year’s STEM Symposium: Gina DiBartolo (Communication & Creative Arts), Melanie Stewart (Performing Arts), Jennifer Tharp (Humanities & Social Sciences), and Robert Wieman (Education).

- Special thanks to Frank Wagner, who helps us out with lots of miscellaneous things too numerous to list here but critical for the success of this event.

- Many people from the University Advancement Office have worked very hard in support of our initiatives and activities this year, including Amie Marshall, Martha Nealer, and Marc Robb. Thank you also to the student organizations that helped us out with our very successful RowanGIVES campaign: Pre-Health Society, Society of Women Engineers.

- A bunch of folks broke their backs yesterday moving the large, heavy display boards into the Ballroom and will do so again when the boards are moved out at the end of today. At the time this goes to press, a final list of people who helped out with this was not available, but the following organizations and individuals have provided and/or have committed to providing assistance with this critical job: Kappa Sigma, Rowan Admissions Ambassadors, Society of Women Engineers, and students from the Bantivoglio Honors Program. We would especially like to thank Peter Schultz and the University’s movers for helping us with moving and storing the display boards.

- As always, we send our thanks to Susan Chard, Megan McHugh, and the Student Center for giving the Symposium a great venue! We would also like to thank Nicole Bowen from Gourmet Dining Services for their help in organizing the refreshments for today’s Symposium presenters and attendees.

- Abdûsamed Özdemir ’15 and Dillon Buck ’15 built our STEM Symposium Online Submission System. Without it, we would not have been able to accomplish half of what we need to do for today!

- Our Symposium logo was created by Dana Carroll ’13 (University Advancement). Our booklet cover and display sign designs were put together by Thuy Vo and coordinated by Debra Denton at University Publications. Henry Jimenez (Duplicating Center) helped to make the display signs. Thanks also to Fort Nassau Graphic for printing up the booklet.

Gregory B. Hecht
Dept. Biological Sciences
April 2018

WHERE ARE ALL OF THE ABSTRACTS?

We continue to support the University’s efforts to “go green.” Students have expressed the desire to have a printed keepsake for this day, and so we have produced this booklet containing the abstract titles and authors. Full text abstracts are presently available for download by University students and faculty at:

http://stem.rowan.edu

Click on “Downloads”
The Rowan Pre-Health Society is a club on campus that is devoted to guiding students through their path to medical school. The Pre-Health Society provides mentoring from upperclassmen, networking events with representatives from universities in the area, community service opportunities, and more. The Pre-Health Society's feature event in the annual Make-A-Wish Banquet, where the club raised over $1000 for the Make-A-Wish Foundation New Jersey Chapter each of the past three years. General Meetings for the club are held on Fridays at 2:00. Any questions can be emailed to rowanprehealth@gmail.com!
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**AMERICAN STUDIES**

**Poster #147**
The Wedding Industry: Celebrating the Typical Bride & Degrading Fat Brides
HOPE HOLROYD
American Studies

**ANTHROPOLOGY**

**Poster #352**
Artificial Cranial Modification in Diaguita III Peoples of Chile's Semiarid North
MAXIMILIEN T. BIELSA\(^1\), and Maria A. Rosado\(^2\)
Mathematics\(^1\) Sociology & Anthropology\(^2\)

**ASTRONOMY**

**Poster #143**
Identification of Opaline Silicates on Mars Using CRISM
CARA C. MAWSON, and David R. Klassen
Physics & Astronomy

**Poster #252**
Spatially Mapping Carbonates on Mars
JACOB T. CAGGESE, MICHAEL PALESE, and
BARTHOLOMEW J. RICCI
Physics & Astronomy

**Poster #343**
Surface Broadband Albedo Mapping of Mars in the K and L Spectral Regions
JOHN G. LUCCHI, BENJAMIN D. WEST, and David R. Klassen
Physics & Astronomy

**Poster #430**
Investigation into Improperly Processed Images Impeding Analysis of Martian Spectral Endmembers
MICHAEL PALESE, BENJAMIN D. WEST, JAESON P. PORCH, JOHN G. LUCCHI, and David R. Klassen
Physics & Astronomy
BIOCHEMISTRY

Poster #104
The Folding Pathway of RNA G-quadruplex Containing ALS-FTD Related G4C2 Repeat Probed by Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics Simulations with Explicit Solvent
SARAH HALIM¹, JONATHAN RESTREPO¹, and Chun Wu²
Chemistry & Biochemistry¹ Biomedical & Translational Sciences²

Poster #111
Peptide Assisted Supramolecular Polymerization of the Anionic Porphyrin Meso-Tetra(4-Sulfonatophenyl)Porphine
ERIC M. KOHN, DAVID J. SHIRLEY, and Gregory A. Caputo
Chemistry & Biochemistry

Poster #112
Assessing Abuse Liability and Anti-Addiction Potential of the Atypical Mu Opioid Receptor Agonist IBNtxA.
ARIFUL ISLAM¹, PEACE C. NWANKWO², ALLAMAR R. MOORE², ALYSSA N. KELLYMYER², ROBERT A. HARTLEY², MEGAN BRENNER², DYLAN SOUDER², MARIA L. OLIVEIRA², ABIGAIL M. DAWES¹, and Thomas M. Keck²
Pharmaceutical Sciences Program¹ Chemistry & Biochemistry¹ Biomedical & Translational Sciences²

Poster #114
Probing the Biased Agonism of TRV-130 on μ-opioid receptor (MOR) using Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics (REMD) Simulations
CECILIA G. FLOYD, and Chun Wu²
Biomedical & Translational Sciences

Poster #116
Genetic Variation in Fatty Acid Elongases Interact with Omega-3 on Insulin Sensitivity
TATHEER F. MOOSAVI¹, DAVID F. CURRIE², CAITLIN M. DISTEFANO³, and Nasrine Bendjilali²
Chemistry & Biochemistry¹ Mathematics²

Poster #117
Optimization of a Fluorescence Assay to Test Inhibition of Prolyl-hydroxylase Domain Proteins
THOMAS J. FASANO¹, NAKOA K. WEBBER³, JACOB T. ZANGARO², PAMELA N. GALLO¹, and Nathaniel V. Nucci³
Biomedical & Translational Sciences¹ Chemistry & Biochemistry² Physics & Astronomy³

Poster #120
The Binding Mode Pathways of Chelerythrine with 2F8U, 512V, and 2M27 G-quadruplexes using Molecular Dynamics Simulations
ALEXANDRA N. CAMPBELL¹, and Chun Wu²
Molecular & Cellular Biosciences¹ Biomedical & Translational Sciences²

Poster #130
Studying the Dynamic Motions of Water Surrounding the Ice-Binding Face of m1.1 Antifreeze Protein
PAMELA N. GALLO¹, JOSEPH IOVINE², KAYLA A. CALLAWAY³, and Nathaniel V. Nucci³
Biomedical & Translational Sciences¹ Chemistry & Biochemistry² Biophysics Program² Physics & Astronomy³

Poster #202
Metal containing compounds as inhibitors of bacterial growth and biofilm formation
ALAN TRAN, RACHEL S. RIVERA, KATHERINE M. SELFRIJDE, ALEXANDRIA KAMINSKI, and Gregory A. Caputo
Chemistry & Biochemistry

Poster #223
3-Dimensional Phenotypic Anticancer Assay Based on Spheroids
ANDREW T. MILCAREK¹, NICHOLAS M. EVANS¹, KEVIN J. DAUS¹, and Mary L. Alpaugh²
Biomedical & Translational Sciences¹ Molecular & Cellular Biosciences²
Poster #233
Temporal Lobe Epilepsy and PADI4 Gene Expression in Human Brain Tissue
Samantha N. Weiss,1 and Russell J. Buono2
Chemistry & Biochemistry1 Biomedical Sciences (CMSRU)2

Poster #239
Studying the Impact of Entering High Bak1 in Human Embryonic Stem Cells
Kaila A. Schardien
Chemistry & Biochemistry

Poster #401
The Computational Study of Anti-Diabetic Agonist Chiglitazar with Human Peroxisome Proliferator-Activated Receptors Using Docking and Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Shaina Nogle, Xiaoyan Wang, and Chun Wu
Chemistry & Biochemistry School of Radiology, Taishan Medical University, China Biomedical & Translational Sciences

Poster #402
Binding of Beta-Arrestin Biased Ligands (Isoetharine and Carvelilol) and an Unbiased Ligand (Isoproterenol) to Beta2-Adrenergic Receptor Using Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Ashleigh M. McConnell, and Chun Wu
Biomedical & Translational Sciences

Poster #403
Simulations the CRF1 Receptor Probed by Molecular Dynamics
Nicolas A. Scorese, and Chun Wu
Biological Sciences

Poster #404
Assessing Novel Object Recognition in Mice
Biological Sciences Biomedical & Translational Sciences Chemistry & Biochemistry Pharmacutical Sciences Program

Poster #405
Assessing Novel Object Recognition in Mice
Biological Sciences Biomedical & Translational Sciences Chemistry & Biochemistry Pharmacutical Sciences Program

Poster #406
Assessing Novel Object Recognition in Mice
Biological Sciences Biomedical & Translational Sciences Chemistry & Biochemistry Pharmacutical Sciences Program

Poster #407
Assessing Novel Object Recognition in Mice
Biological Sciences Biomedical & Translational Sciences Chemistry & Biochemistry Pharmacutical Sciences Program

Poster #408
Assessing Novel Object Recognition in Mice
Biological Sciences Biomedical & Translational Sciences Chemistry & Biochemistry Pharmacutical Sciences Program

Poster #409
Assessing Novel Object Recognition in Mice
Biological Sciences Biomedical & Translational Sciences Chemistry & Biochemistry Pharmacutical Sciences Program

Poster #410
Assessing Novel Object Recognition in Mice
Biological Sciences Biomedical & Translational Sciences Chemistry & Biochemistry Pharmacutical Sciences Program

Poster #411
Assessing Novel Object Recognition in Mice
Biological Sciences Biomedical & Translational Sciences Chemistry & Biochemistry Pharmacutical Sciences Program

Poster #412
Assessing Novel Object Recognition in Mice
Biological Sciences Biomedical & Translational Sciences Chemistry & Biochemistry Pharmacutical Sciences Program

Poster #413
Assessing Novel Object Recognition in Mice
Biological Sciences Biomedical & Translational Sciences Chemistry & Biochemistry Pharmacutical Sciences Program

Poster #414
Assessing Novel Object Recognition in Mice
Biological Sciences Biomedical & Translational Sciences Chemistry & Biochemistry Pharmacutical Sciences Program

Poster #415
Assessing Novel Object Recognition in Mice
Biological Sciences Biomedical & Translational Sciences Chemistry & Biochemistry Pharmacutical Sciences Program
Poster #328
Binding of Bethanechol (agonist) and QNB (antagonist) to human M2 muscarinic acetylcholine receptor probed by molecular dynamics simulations with explicit membrane.
MIRANDA K. PREZIOSI¹, and Chun Wu²
Chemistry & Biochemistry¹, Biomedical & Translational Sciences²

Poster #353
Optimization and Characterization of Novel Formulations for Hydrophilic Biological Drug Delivery Using Biocompatible Surfactants
HANNAH M. WORK¹, TAYLOR V. DOUGLAS², MIHAELA A. VASILE³, and Nathaniel V. Nucci²
Chemical Engineering¹ Physics & Astronomy¹ Biomedical & Translational Sciences³

Poster #419
To Decipher the Activation Mechanism of an Atypical Antidepressant Drug, Tianeptine, Using Docking and Molecular Dynamics Simulations with Explicit Membrane
NAZRA A. SYED¹, and Chun Wu²
Biological Sciences¹ Biomedical & Translational Sciences²

Poster #434
Dopamine D4 Receptor Drug Development and Binding
BROOKE A. FALLON¹, CHARLES R. COOPER², ALLISON J. ENGLE¹, BRIAN D. SATTERLEE¹, MICHAEL GREGORY¹, MATTHEW D. HOLMES¹, STEPHANIE BOHN¹, and Thomas M. Keck¹
Chemistry & Biochemistry¹ Pharmaceutical Sciences Program² Biological Sciences¹ Biomedical & Translational Sciences³

Poster #435
Mycobacterium vaccae Immunization for Cocaine Addiction and Relapse
PEACE C. NWANKWO¹, ALYSSA N. KELMYER¹, ABIGAIL M. DAWES², ARIFUL ISLAM³, ALLAMAR R. MOORE⁴, ROBERT A. HARTLEY⁴, MEGAN BRENNER³, DYLAN SOUDER¹, MARIA L. OLIVEIRA¹, and Thomas M. Keck¹
Chemistry & Biochemistry¹ Biological Sciences² Pharmaceutical Sciences Program² Biomedical & Translational Sciences³

Poster #441
To Probe the Binding of Gambogic Acid and Plerixafor, an Anti-Cancer Drug, to CXCR4 Using Molecular Dynamics Simulation with Explicit Membrane
JOSE B. PARRA¹, and Chun Wu²
Chemistry & Biochemistry¹ Biomedical & Translational Sciences²

Poster #442
To Probe the Working Mechanism of ML380, a Positive Allosteric Modulator, and ML375, a Negative Allosteric Modulator of the M5 Muscarinic Acetylcholine Receptor Using Molecular Dynamics Simulations
DAEGUN A. BONG¹, and Chun Wu²
Bioinformatics Program¹ Biomedical & Translational Sciences²

Poster #443
Binding of MM41 to the Promoter G-quadruplex of Oncogenes BCL-2 and K-RAS Using Free Ligand Binding Molecular Dynamics Simulations
JOHN J. VIZZINI¹, and Chun Wu²
Pharmaceutical Sciences Program¹ Biomedical & Translational Sciences²

Congratulations to all students presenting! We look forward to helping you continue your academic success.
https://www.lib.rowan.edu/
BIOLOGY

**Poster #128**

**Impact of Urbanization on Aquatic Turtles in Southern New Jersey**

MATTHEW F. GLADFELTER, RUTHANNE HENDRICKS, TOREY J. HOELER, SARA P. KNOWLES, SARA MCCLEARNAN, and SHANNON L. ENNIS, and Patrick W. Crumrine

Biological Sciences

**Poster #129**

**Spatiotemporal Variation in Zooplankton Community Composition and Export from a Polymictic Reservoir**

CAITLYN CZAJKOWSKI, PRANAV N. PATEL, BRIAN S. ALFARO, Michael Grove, Courtney E. Richmond, and Nathan Ruhl

Biological Sciences

**Poster #145**

**Daily and Seasonal Patterns of Zooplankton Export from a Series of Small Polymictic Reservoirs in Southern New Jersey**

RACHAEL E. DIMATTEO, TRISTAN L. MORGAN, AMANDA S. KOWALKSY, LEANDRA BELLO, ASHLEY ZELINSKI, Michael Grove, Courtney E. Richmond, and Nathan Ruhl

Biological Sciences

**Poster #154**

**Exploring Whether the Paralogous Transcription Factors, UPC2 and ECM22, Are Redundant in Regulating the S. cerevisiae Response to Hypoxia**

NATHAN A. EVANS, Mark J. Hickman, and Nasrine Bendjilali

Bioinformatics Program

**Poster #210**

**Computer-Assisted Design of Herpes Simplex Virus Entry Inhibitors**

GABRIEL J. HAILA, TSION A. ABAY, Chun Wu, and Claude Krumenacher

Biological Sciences

**Poster #215**

**Chromatin Digestion by the Chemotherapeutic Agent Bleomycin Produces Nucleosome and TF Footprinting Patterns Similar to Micrococcal Nuclease**

JOHNSA M. STOLZ, and Benjamin R. Carone

Bioinformatics Program

**Poster #232**

**Inducible Expression of the Cpg Methyltransferase (M.SssI) in S. pombe**

AARON A. RACK, and Benjamin R. Carone

Biomedical & Translational Sciences

**Poster #237**

**Lead Biosorption by Caulobacter crescentus: Genetic and Quantitative Analysis**

MATTHEW J. HEISLER, BUSRA GOCMEZ, MARINA B. TORCHIA, Mark J. Hickman, and Gregory B. Hecht

Biological Sciences

**Poster #245**

**Monthly Differences In Diel Patterns Of Crustacean And Dipteran Zooplankton Export From A Polymictic Reservoir**

GUY K. LELAND, DESIREE’ A. HABAN, JOHN ALVIAR, TAYLOR J. DOBSON, COURTNEY E. RICHMOND, Michael Grove, and Nathan Ruhl

Biological Sciences

**Poster #246**

**Mimicking the Hypoxic Gene Expression Response in S. cerevisiae by Depleting Metabolites**

KELSEY G. BURKE, SHREYABEN T. PATEL, ELIZABETH M. SAFARIAN, SARA STRUS, PETER J. SUTTON, SCOTT R. TIMKO, and KARTHIK R. YADAVAR

Molecular & Cellular Biosciences

**Poster #249**

**Diversity of the Lateral Line System in Local Populations of Mummichog (Fundulus heteroclitus)**

KEVIN SCHWARTZ, CALIOPE R. JANULIS, Alison Krufta, and Matthew Travis

Biological Sciences

**Poster #251**

**What's on the Menu: Assessing the Dietary Preferences of Introduced Italian Wall Lizards via Chemosensory Assay**

DANIELLE N. WILLIAMSON, MACY A. ELWELL, VICTORIA S. BRADY, JONATHAN C. MALINSKI, and Matthew T. Bealor

Biological Sciences

**Poster #254**

**Metabolic Pathways in S. cerevisiae Experience Unexpected Changes in Gene Expression under Hypoxic Conditions**

NIKKOLI T. LUEDER, RIYYAN A. SHARIFF, and Mark J. Hickman

Bioinformatics Program
**Biomedical Engineering**

**Poster #311**
Niemann-Pick Type C: Correlation between Early Microglial Activation and Decline in Behavioral Response in Mutant NPC1mfl164 Mouse Model  
ZACHARY M. PADRON\(^1\), FAWAD A. YOUSUFZAI\(^1\), JENNA R. HOFFNER\(^2\), BRIDGET R. BOYLE\(^1\), LARISA KAVETSKY\(^2\), and Ileana Soto\(^3\)  
Molecular & Cellular Biosciences\(^1\) Biomedical & Translational Sciences\(^2\)

**Poster #316**
Using Fluorescent Nectin-1 and CD99 to Study Interaction at Cell Junctions  
PAIGE T. RICHARDS\(^1\), JESSENIA ROLDAN\(^1\), and Claude Krummenacher  
Biological Sciences

**Poster #326**
Eat, Sleep, Work: Repeating Task Cycles in Honey Bee Nurses  
TYRELL L. HARRIS\(^1\), DANIEL CHARBONEAU\(^2\), JOSEPH T. SCAVETTA\(^1\), BLAINE J. BRYAN\(^1\), ANGELA K. MEMMO\(^1\), GRACE A. GERRIES\(^1\), and Lana Vojvodic\(^1\)  
Biological Sciences\(^1\) Biological Sciences of University Of Pennsylvania\(^2\)

**Poster #336**
Bioremediation of Lead by C. crescentus: An Analysis of Cysteine Synthase Expression  
CONNOR M. MOTT\(^1\), GEORGE A. WOODWARD\(^2\), KIMBERLY V. ZULIO\(^1\), JENNIFER M. HOPKINS\(^1\), and Gregory B. Hecht\(^1\)  
Biological Sciences\(^1\) Chemistry & Biochemistry\(^2\)

**Poster #339**
The “Three Rs” of Animal Ethics in the Classroom: Reducing/Replacing the Use of Live Siamese Fighting Fish with Video of Behavioral Interactions  
CALLAN S. TWEEDIE, VICTORIA S. BRADY, and Matthew T. Bealor  
Biological Sciences

**Poster #417**
In Vitro Analysis of Herpes Simplex Virus Interference with Nectin-1 Function in Innate Immunity  
NICHOLAS V. VERRATTI\(^1\), SYDNEE T. GOULD\(^1\), and Claude Krummenacher\(^1\)  
Biomedical & Translational Sciences\(^1\) Biological Sciences\(^2\)

**Poster #423**
A Yeast-Based Assay to Test Reverse Micelle Formulations for Drug Delivery  
MIHAELA A. VASILE\(^1\), Nathaniel V. Nucci\(^2\), Benjamin R. Carone\(^3\), and Ileana Soto\(^3\)  
Biomedical & Translational Sciences\(^1\) Physics & Astronomy\(^2\) Molecular & Cellular Biosciences\(^3\)
Are you interested in veterinary medicine, evolution, genetics, healthcare, animal behavior, and other fields related to biological sciences?

Do you want information about graduate, medical, veterinary, and other professional programs?

Join Biology Club!

Meetings will commence in Fall 2018

Check out our table at STEM to receive one free tree sapling and to purchase the NEW Biology Club shirt with the design shown below for $15!
Poster #132
Nanopore Technology: Sensing DNA Methylation for Precancerous Diagnostic Applications
TRANG A. VU, JULIA N. BORGESI, MELISSA D’ALIA, SHANNA DAVIDSON, and Jiwook Shim
Biomedical Engineering

Poster #148
The Development of Nanofiber Scaffolds with ECM Hydrogels for Restoration of Tendons and Ligaments
Cameron J. Burns and Vince Z. Beachley
Biomedical Engineering

Poster #151
Automated Vaccine Inventory System for a Family Medicine Practice
William P. Pursell¹, Meghan J. Breslin¹, Alison Mancuso², Joshua Coren², Mary M. Staehle¹, and Erik Brewer¹
Biomedical Engineering¹ Rowan Family Medicine²

Poster #217
A Comparative Study of Drug Release from Corn Zein Nanofibers and Corn Zein Films
Kelsey G. Defrates¹, Theodore J. Markiewicz¹, Christopher R. Gough¹, Robert A. Moore², Kristen M. Bessette¹, and Xiao Hu¹
Biomedical Engineering¹ Biophysics Program² Physics & Astronomy³

Poster #220
Novel Engineered Silicone Hydrogel Contact Lenses for Controlled and Extended Release of Ocular Therapeutics
Biagio Uricoli, Matthew C. Dicerbo, Anton Stetsenko, Thea L. Brown, Stephen A. Dipasquale, and Mark E. Byrne
Biomedical Engineering

Poster #221
Improving Shunt Technology for the Treatment of Normal Pressure Hydrocephalus
Rita E. Marino¹, Erica L. Devitt¹, Sharuk A. Majid¹, Alan Turz², Erik Brewer¹, and Mary M. Staehle¹
Biomedical Engineering¹ Cooper University Hospital²

Poster #230
Anatomical Investigation of Planarian Regeneration Using Immunostaining
Elizabeth J. Bealer, Johnathan J. Morris, Conor P. Kelly, and Mary M. Staehle
Biomedical Engineering

Poster #231
A Double-Swivel Suture Clamp for Improved Dexterity During Surgery
Thomas J. Madan¹, Alexandra M. Di Stefano¹, Cindy To², Jason A. Kaufmann², Dan Mazzucco¹, Erik Brewer¹, and Mary M. Staehle¹
Biomedical Engineering¹ Mechanical Engineering²

Poster #241
A Novel Surgical Instrument to Deliver Biomaterials Safely
Kiet A. Tran¹, Tyler C. Diorio², Zachary R. Brown¹, Brennen D. Coventy¹, Alexis L. Hoerter², Tony Lowman¹, Richard Lin¹, and Erik Brewer¹
Biomedical Engineering¹ Chemical Engineering² Mechanical Engineering²

Poster #303
In-Situ Forming PLGA-PEG-PLGA Hydrogel Modified with Poly(L-Lysine) for the Extended Delivery of Nucleic Acid Therapeutics
Daniel M. Maldonado Herrera¹, Alyssa N. Brandley¹, Laura L. Osorno¹, Mindy George-Weinstein², and Mark E. Byrne¹
Biomedical Engineering¹ Philadelphia College Of Osteopathic Medicine²

Poster #309
Development and Characterization of Novel Silicone Hydrogel Contact Lens Materials
Amanda J. Burke, Nicholas G. Pisani, Liana D. Wuchte, and Mark E. Byrne
Biomedical Engineering
Poster #310
Improving Glaucoma Therapy: Using Macromolecular Memory to Engineer Therapeutic Contact Lenses for Controlled and Extended Release
NICHOLAS G. PISANI, AMANDA J. BURKE, LIANA D. WUCHTE, and Mark E. Byrne
Biomedical Engineering

Poster #315
Comparison of Osteogenic Differentiation Supported by Silk Fibroin Films Derived from Various Silkworms for Potential Bone Defect Treatment
JENNIFER A. KLAVENS1, MARK D. DITTMAR2, DOMINIC J. GIGLIOTTI1, AMANDA L. WELLIK1, YE XUE4, Xiao Hu5, and Cristina Iftode2
Chemistry & Biochemistry1 Molecular & Cellular Biosciences2 Biological Sciences3 Biomedical Engineering4 Physics & Astronomy5

Poster #322
Characterization of Daunomycin Binding Affinity to Specific DNA Sequences
ROBERT MOSLEY, RICKY J. WHITENER, and Mark E. Byrne
Biomedical Engineering

Poster #338
Slowed double-stranded DNA transport through Solid-State Nanopores by Using a LiCl Concentration Gradient
JULIAN BELLO, MAKSUDUL MOWLA, NICHOLAS R. TROISE, and Jiwook Shim
Biomedical Engineering

Poster #421
Improving Patient-Provider Communication and Workflow in Family Medicine
MICHELLE M. TO1, PATRICK B. SCHORNSTAEEDT1, JONATHAN E. ZACHOK1, Adarsh Gupta2, Joshua Coren2, Erik Brewer1, and Mary M. Staehle1
Biomedical Engineering1 Rowan Family Medicine2

Poster #426
Complementary Device for Surgeon Feedback During Percutaneous Fixation of Bone Marrow Lesions
MATTHEW L. FIORI1, JOSEPH A. DISTEFANO1, SARA J. DAILEY1, Sean McMillan1, Erik Brewer1, and Mary M. Staehle1
Biomedical Engineering1 Our Lady of Lourdes Health System2

Poster #431
Bio-Metamaterials for Orthopedics
N’DEA IRVIN-CLOY1, THOMAS J. CARSON JR.1, MICHAEL B. KINDLER1, TIMOTHY K. SUTO2, Hamid R.S. Hosseinzadeh3, and Hamed Hosseinzadeh2
Biomedical Engineering1 Mechanical Engineering2 Orthopedic Research Group3

Poster #433
Development and Clinical Testing of an Application for the Improvement of Severe Sepsis Treatment and SEP-1 Compliance
ASHLEY W. PLUNKETT1, ROBERT E. DEPERSIA III1, Alan Pope2, Erik Brewer1, and Mary M. Staehle1
Biomedical Engineering1 Our Lady of Lourdes Health System2

Chemical Engineering

Poster #229
Biocompatible and Biodegradable Ionic Liquid Polymer Composite as Electrolyte
LEAH R. FILARDI, NICOLE M. ROSSELLI, JAMIE A. SHIRTZ, VAISHALI KRISHNAOSS, and Iman Noshadi
Chemical Engineering

Poster #235
Efficient Enrichment of 1,3-Propanediol from Fermentation Broths Using Imidazolium Dibutylphosphate Ionic Liquid Based Methacrylate Polymer Membranes
ALEXANDER M. JOHNSON, AMANDA L. CHRISTON, HARRISON T. HAWKINS, C. Stewart Slater, and Iman Noshadi
Chemical Engineering

Poster #236
Optimization in Chemotherapy Regimens
IAN C. DUNN, and Kirti M. Yenkie
Chemical Engineering

Poster #238
Optimal Design of a Packed Bed Micro Reactor by CFD Model
PHILIP WALL1, ALEXANDER P. HESKETH2, MAHBUBEH NABAVINIA1, and Iman Noshadi2
Mechanical Engineering1 Chemical Engineering2
Poster #331
Bio-Ionic Liquid Conjugated Gels (BiGEL): Hemostatic, Antimicrobial and Highly Adhesive Hydrogel
NICOLE M. ROSSELLI1, ANDREW KAPETANAKIS2, VAISHALI KRISHNADASS1, and Iman Noshadi1
Chemical Engineering1 Biomedical Engineering2

Poster #348
Single Stage and Template Free Hydrothermal Method to the Synthesis Cobalt-Doped Ordered Mesoporous Polymer for Carbon Dioxide Capture and Conversion
MATTHEW J. KNIGHTON, HANNAH M. WORK, MAHBOUBEH NABAVINIA, and Iman Noshadi
Chemical Engineering

Poster #413
Novel Method to Synthesis a Family of Solvent-Template Free Ordered Mesoporous Resin
OWEN M. STECCA, MAHBOUBEH NABAVINIA, and Iman Noshadi
Chemical Engineering

Poster #440
Synthesis And Characterization of OMR for Pharmaceutical Synthesis
JUSTIN T. RYAN1, ELIZABETH N. KUHLMAN1, PHILIP WALL2, ALEXANDER P. HESKETH1, MAHBOUBEH NABAVINIA1, and Iman Noshadi1
Chemical Engineering1 Mechanical Engineering2

Poster #444
Switchable Ionic Liquid Solvent for Biomass Extraction
WILLIAM R. GRAY, CALEB J. HILL, JUSTIN R. WIDENER, ALEXANDRA DIVITO, and Iman Noshadi
Chemical Engineering

Poster #445
Design and Optimization for Generation of Efficient Wastewater Treatment Networks
JAMES DAILEY, SEAN BURNHAM, and Kirti M. Yenkie
Chemical Engineering

CHEMISTRY

Poster #102
Homology Modeling of Human vegfr-2 Promoter G-quadruplex and Its Binding with EMICORON Probed by Free Ligand Binding Molecular Dynamics Simulations
JUN CAI1, and Chun Wu2
Chemistry & Biochemistry1 Biomedical & Translational Sciences2

Poster #103
Cycloaddition Reactions of Vinyl-Dihydroisoquinolines for the Synthesis of Complex Alkaloids
ALLISON N. SPECHT, and Gustavo Moura-Letts
Chemistry & Biochemistry

Poster #113
Development of Novel Narrow Spectrum Antibiotics
SHANE V. PHILIPPI, ANASTASIA M. BUTTERICK, WILLIAM A. CIVATTE, KERRY A. GRAY, JOHN KERNAN, FANHELEA MORENCY, FANHELEE MORENCY, ROBERT J. TENUTO, and Lark J. Perez
Chemistry & Biochemistry

Poster #118
Brilliant Cresyl Blue in Tunable Ionic Liquid Solvents: Comparison between Experimental and TD-DFT Spectra
JACQUELINE C. MOHEN, and Timothy D. Vaden
Chemistry & Biochemistry

Poster #119
Visible Light Promoted Intramolecular Cycloaddition of Substituted Alkynynitriles
ALYSON N. PANEQUE, Gustavo Moura-Letts, and GRAHAM J. HAUN
Chemistry & Biochemistry

Poster #126
Analysis of Artemisinin and Its Derivatives Using High Performance Liquid Chromatography
FARAJA OMBWAYO, HAWANATU DEEN, and GLENYS A. BILOHOLOWSKI
Chemistry & Biochemistry
**Antimicrobial Activity of a Porphyrin Binding Peptide**

ELIZABETH A. RICHARDS, DAVID J. SHIRLEY, Gregory A. Caputo, and Benjamin R. Carone

Molecular & Cellular Biosciences Chemistry & Biochemistry

**The Evaluation of Carbide-Derived Carbon as a Sensor Material for Biofilm Growth**

NICHOLAS BERNHARDT, JESSICA CAMMAROTA, CHRIS M. PENNEY, KEVIN JOHNSON, BENJAMIN V. CALDWELL, Gregory A. Caputo, Jeffrey D. Hettinger, and Lei Yu

Chemistry & Biochemistry Physics & Astronomy

**Comparison of Detection Modes for Segmented Flow Droplet Microfluidics**

ALEXANDER S. KAPLITZ, JONATHAN D. MATURANO, MELANIE A. PADALINO, JEREMY A. DECKER, and James P. Grinias

Chemistry & Biochemistry

**Effects of Alkylimidazolium Chloride Ionic Liquids on Myoglobin Denaturation by Zwitterionic, Cationic, and Anionic Detergents**

ERIC M. KOHN, JOSHUA Y. LEE, KATHERINE M. SELFRIDGE, Timothy D. Vaden, and Gregory A. Caputo

Chemistry & Biochemistry

**The Role of Solution pH on Activity of Antimicrobial Peptides**

MORGAN A. HITCHNER, THADDEUS J. PALMER, DAVID J. SHIRLEY, and Gregory A. Caputo

Chemistry & Biochemistry

**Conformational Changes in Alpha-Synuclein in the Presence of Aqueous Ionic Liquids Probed with FRET Measurements**

BRITTANY L. STINGER, and Timothy D. Vaden

Chemistry & Biochemistry

**Binding of a Disubstituted Benzofuran Derivative (DBD) to C-MYC promoter G-quadruplex using free ligand molecular dynamics simulations**

GRiffin M. FOUNTAIN, and Chun Wu

Bioinformatics Program Biomedical & Translational Sciences

**Diaza-Claisen Rearrangements of Substituted Diaziridines for the Synthesis of Benzodiazepines**

DAVID W. ALMOND, NICHOLAS A. CINTI, REBEKAH E. STRONG, and Gustavo Moura-Letts

Chemistry & Biochemistry

**Visible-light Promoted Isomerization of Vinilnitrone to Vinyloxaziridine**

AMY H. ZINSKY, BROOKE E. AUSTIN, DylAn J. QUINN, and Gustavo Moura-Letts

Chemistry & Biochemistry

**Investigating the structure of azurin protein in aqueous ionic liquids**

KELSEY G. DEFRATES, TAYLOR M. DAWSON, and Timothy D. Vaden

Biomedical Engineering Chemistry & Biochemistry

**Novel Synthesis of Vinyloxaziridines from Enals, Amines and Peracidic Acid**

LABEEQA MIR, XIAOTIAN CHEN, ALISSA M. YAMABUSHI, and Gustavo Moura-Letts

Chemistry & Biochemistry

**Development of small molecule betulinic acid analogs as anti-cancer agents**

RYAN M. RUTKOSKI, Suman Pathi, and Subash C. Jonnalagadda

Chemical Engineering Chemistry & Biochemistry

**Novel Synthesis of Fused-Cyclic Ethers via Cycloaddition Reactions of Aldehydes and Substituted Cyclopropanes**

JUSTIN D. HORGAN, and Gustavo Moura-Letts

Chemistry & Biochemistry
CIVIL & ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

**Poster #135**
Fine Scale 2D Hydrodynamic Model to Help Community Based Resiliency Planning during Extreme Storm Events
MD GOLAM RABBANI FAHAD, Rouzbeh Nazari, and Dot Lundberg
Civil & Environmental Engineering

**Poster #137**
Bio-Cemented Sand Through Microbially Induced Calcite Precipitation
MARK VAIL, LUKE BENATO, and JEROME R. MALARAN
Civil & Environmental Engineering

**Poster #138**
Development of a Water Collection and Storage System in Rural Haiti
TAYLOR ZIMMERMAN¹, ERIC J. WEBER¹, MELANIE V. WARE², KEVIN J. LIGHT², NICOLAUS RIPPMAN², and Tiago Forin¹
Civil & Environmental Engineering¹ Mechanical Engineering²

**Poster #152**
Vulnerability Index for Coastal Communities in New Jersey
SARAH C. CONWAY, REBECCA A. MARTIN, CAMERON J. SEXAUER, and Dot Lundberg
Civil & Environmental Engineering

**Poster #208**
Effect of Water Quality on Masonry Mortar Strength
IAN H. MCKANE, MARISSA N. CIOCCO, and SEAN M. PLUNKETT
Civil & Environmental Engineering

**Poster #211**
Optimizing Algae Growth through Variable Commercial Nutrient Dosing
JOHN ANDERSON, LUKE E. VENSKUS, and Kauser Jahan
Civil & Environmental Engineering

**Poster #212**
Development of Geopolymer Mixtures with Direct Electric Curing and Self-Sensing Capabilities by Using Carbon Nano-fibers
BRITTANY GANDOLFO, NIKO CELIA, BRIDGET R. COSTELLO, CHARLES P. WHITE, and Gilson Lomboy
Civil & Environmental Engineering

**Poster #214**
Proactive Waste Management Through Infrared Thermography for Landfill Monitoring and Fire Warning
ANDREAS M. KARSIOTIS, GEROD J. DVORAK, VINCENT A. LARUSSA, JOHN T. SIMMONS, Rouzbeh Nazari, and Dot Lundberg
Civil & Environmental Engineering

**Poster #216**
Relaxation of Structural Bolts
JOHN M. POWELL, BRYAN R. MAYER, William T. Riddell, and Douglas B. Cleary
Civil & Environmental Engineering

**Poster #227**
Rowan University Traffic Simulation
Parth Bhavsar, CHRISTOPHER R. CAMPBELL, MICHAEL KIRAY, PATRICK O. FRITZ, and CHRISTOPHER J. BARR
Civil & Environmental Engineering
Poster #253
Introduction to Infrastructure - Influence of Natural Disasters on Infrastructure
TRI TAM NGUYEN, SEAN M. RADAY, and DANIEL P. LEVERICK
Civil & Environmental Engineering

Poster #327
Via: The Connected Vehicle Game
ALEXIS JAPKA¹, MICHAEL BURATYNSKI¹, DANIEL F. ASHTON¹, and Parth Bhavsar²
Mechanical Engineering¹ Civil & Environmental Engineering

Poster #333
Downtown Camden Traffic Improvements
BRENDAN MULVYHILL
Civil & Environmental Engineering

Poster #334
Ecological Footprint of Flood Mitigation Structures at the Absecon Inlet
MACKENZIE A. CARR, JASON A. LOEFFLER, and EDUARDO GARCIA
Civil & Environmental Engineering

Poster #341
Shaker Shield
ROBERT L. PRINCIPATO, and KELLY PHAM
Civil & Environmental Engineering

Poster #344
Autonomous vehicle sharing and ridesharing: a feasibility study for Rowan University College of Engineering students and staff
DANTE MASSIMINO, PLABAN DAS, and Parth Bhavsar
Civil & Environmental Engineering

Poster #350
Creating an Inclusive Curriculum for the Civil and Environmental Engineering Department
SAMUEL E. ROSEJORD, LUKE E. VENSKUS, ROBERT M. MCLERNAN, JOSHUA PRATT, and Tiago Forin
Civil & Environmental Engineering

Poster #355
Aircraft Hangar Design Project
ANTHONY FEENEY, STEPHEN S. LUPPINO, MICHAEL P. SIMEONE, and TONY A. CARLINO
Civil & Environmental Engineering

Poster #401
Development of Rowan University Cross-Campus Multi-Use Trail Alignment
SCOTT H. BRODY, JOHNATHAN T. GRANDE, VINCENT FERRIOLE, and CARLOS A. PERDOMO
Civil & Environmental Engineering

Poster #411
Road Weather Information System
GARRETT JACOB¹, JASON C. ROBERTS², TOM THORNTON², JAKE M. CLEMETSON¹, Mohammad Hosein H. Motamedi³, and Dot Lundberg²
Electrical & Computer Engineering¹ Civil & Environmental Engineering²

Poster #412
The Effect of Alternating Colored Light on Algae Growth Rate
ROISIN BREEN¹, PATRICIA L. HURLEY², ERIN E. PEPE², and JIAYUN SHEN²
Chemical Engineering¹ Civil & Environmental Engineering²

Poster #453
3D-printed Rock-like Material
JASON M. DEMURO, KIRSTEN E. HACK, THOMAS W. SEDLACK, WILL G. SJAASTAD, and Danilo G. Zeppilli
Civil & Environmental Engineering

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Poster #101
VR Search Visualization
ALYSSA KUTNEY, BROOKE L. BROWN, BRETT KWAK, JUSTIN A. DAVIS, PATRICK M. MACMILLAN, and DANIEL B. WALLACE
Computer Science

Poster #105
Efficient Processing of Naval Computer System State using DWARF
PHILIP S. QUINN¹, ZACHERY R. CAPELL², RUSSELL L. BINACO², STEPHEN S. MACDONALD², MATTHEW MOORE², and JOSEPH N. LAGROSSA²
Electrical & Computer Engineering¹ Computer Science²

Poster #106
Dog?
BROOKE L. BROWN, and BRENNAN S. RINGEL
Computer Science

Poster #107
Screen Annotation Tool for Unix Systems
BRENDAN ARMSTRONG, BRENNAN S. RINGEL, and BROOKE L. BROWN
Computer Science

Poster #124
Internet-Controlled Devices
DYLAN R. PETZKO
Computer Science
Poster #125
Software Integrity Tester
JOSEPH N. ANTAKI, ABBY E. BEIZER, EDWARD F. KLEIN, SEAN D. LAWTON, KRISTELLE JEAN M. LUCERO, and JAMIE T. WALDER
Computer Science

Poster #140
AI Mancala
JOHNATHAN A. SAUNDERS, and JATIN BHAKTA
Computer Science

Poster #205
Artificially Intelligent Tic-Tac-Ception
MICHAEL R. MATTHEWS
Computer Science

Poster #206
Automating Theatre Effects
CHRISTOPHER L. ANDREWS, QUENTIN W. TERRY, BENNY CHEN, JAMES P. KELLY, KYLE P. PARKER, ERIK G. WOJCIK, JOHN WIDMAN, NICHOLAS R. CURRIE, MATT D. HALLOORAN, JASON FAZIO, DOMINIC M. FUNARO, and DAVID L. RODRIGUEZ
Computer Science

Poster #207
Employing Artificial Intelligence Algorithms to a Strategy Game
MATTHEW L. RODRIGUEZ1, AUSTIN HUANG1, and ARDIT PRANVOKU2
Computer Science1 Electrical & Computer Engineering2

Poster #224
Removing Permanent IP Addresses of IP Cameras
JACOB A. KERSHAW
Computer Science

Poster #225
Using Data Visualization to Inform Machine Learning Approaches
ERIC N. ZIELONKA1, and ALEKSANDR W. FRITZ2
Computer Science1 Electrical & Computer Engineering2

Poster #301
Major League Soccer Match Predictor
BRETT KWAK
Computer Science

Poster #306
Real-Time Geospatial Tracking
TYLER D. RAMBO, JAMES D. RISKUS, DOMINIC A. NOLT, ALEX M. TEJADA, and HARRISON LIDOSHORE
Computer Science

Poster #307
Using Smart Glasses for Facial Recognition
GABRIELLA A. MAYORGA, and XUAN H. DO
Computer Science

Poster #324
Rowan SCADA Testbed
TAPAN SONI, JOHN A. STRANAHAN, and Vahid Heydari
Computer Science

Poster #340
Security and Privacy of Wearable Medical Devices
CHRISTOPHER J. HEISLER, and Vahid Heydari
Computer Science

Poster #405
English to Esperanto Translator
JOSEPH N. ANTAKI, and EDWARD F. KLEIN
Computer Science

Poster #406
Dynamic Media Displays Based on Novel Integration of Software and Hardware Components
MARTIN H. PRICE, ANDRES R. BLOTTA, JOSEPH R. HAMMER, RYAN M. ALBERT, DAVID M. JEFFERSON, and MATTHEW CHABALOWSKI
Computer Science

Poster #407
Optimal Neuro-Evolution for Simulated Self-Driving Race Cars
NICHOLAS S. WEINTRAUT
Computer Science

SESSION I (8:00 – 9:30) Posters #101-155
SESSION II (10:00 – 11:30) Posters 201-255
SESSION III (12:00 – 1:30) Posters #301-355
SESSION IV (2:00 – 3:30) Posters #401-455
DATA ANALYTICS

Poster #109
Mistakes on a Plane: Extrapolating Info and Determining Abnormalities in Flight Data
MARC-GREGORY R. DIXON¹, BROOKE L. BROWN², BRENDA ARMSTRONG³, BRENNAN S. RINGEL₂, ERIC N. ZIELONKÁ², and ALEKSANDR W. FRITZ³
Mathematics¹ Computer Science² Electrical & Computer Engineering³

Poster #201
Predictive Maintenance System Using Machine Learning
MICHAEL R. MATTHEWS, TAPAN SONI, JOHN A. STRANAHAN, JOSHUA C. JACKSON, NICHOLAS LA SALA, and CRAIG WERT
Computer Science

ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Poster #110
Integration of Memsat Hardware Subsystems
JAKE N. FRASER, and TOMAS URIBE
Electrical & Computer Engineering

Poster #204
Design of a Compact Wearable Functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) System
CHRISTOPHER J. GREEN, BRIAN C. WESTERVELT, JOHN R. CLARK, and Linda Head
Electrical & Computer Engineering

Poster #209
Attack Strength vs. Detectability Dilemma in Adversarial Machine Learning
CHRISTOPHER J. FREDERICKSON, MICHAEL P. MOORE, GLENN DAWSON, and Robi Polikar
Electrical & Computer Engineering

GEOGRAPHY

Poster #247
Remembrance and Development: Mapping Structural Changes in and Around Dachau, 1945–2017
SHANE C. WALSH¹, Jody R. Manning², and Zachary J. Christman¹
Geography, Planning & Sustainability¹ History²

GEOSCIENCES & EARTH SCIENCES

Poster #454
Predicting the Next Big ‘Berg: Assessing Rift Propagation on Larsen D Ice Shelf, Antarctica
LEANNE T. CIOFFI¹, and Luke D. Trusel²
Geography, Planning & Sustainability¹ Geology²
HEALTH SCIENCES

Poster #228
Biopsychosocial Manifestations of an Inflammatory Gastrointestinal Disorder
CONNOR DUGAN1, Anjali D. Mone2, John P. Gaughan3, Joshua P. Desipio5, and Sangita U. Phadtare4
Medicine (CMSRU)1 Gastroenterology/Liver Diseases Division of Cooper University Hospital5 Cooper Research Institute1 Cooper Medical School of Rowan University4

Poster #410
Food Insecurity among Rowan Undergraduate Students
KEVIN P. RESCIGNO1, SANDRA J. LUDEWIG2, REBECCA L. HALL1, Robert R. Weaver6, Sean P. Hendricks7, Nicole A. Vaughn8, Shari Willis9, and Penny E. McPherson-Myers3
Nutrition Program1 Health & Exercise Science Health & Exercise Science1 Organizational Diversity & Effectiveness3

Poster #422
The effect of formula feeding on shaping the infant gut microbiome
IMAD M. AWAN1, ZOYA GRIGORYAN2, Lori Feldman-Winter3, and Sangita U. Phadtare4
Biomedical Sciences (CMSRU) Medicine (CMSRU)2 Medicine (CMSRU) of Cooper University Hospital3 Cooper Medical School of Rowan University4

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

Poster #414
The Horn of Africa: Next Frontier in the U.S. – China Relations
TYLER C. JIANG
History

HISTORY

Poster #146
"Depredations and Murders": Colonists, Captivity, and Francophobia in Colonial New England
EMILY A. GRENIER
History

INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH

Poster #250
A Narrative of STEM Students Homing into Writing Centers
MORGAN M. DOUGLAS, and Celeste Del Russo
Writing Arts

Poster #402
Exploring the State of Science Stereotypes: Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis of the Draw-a-Scientist Checklist
STEPHANIE M. LEZOTTE, and Sarah L. Ferguson
Educational Services and Leadership

MATHEMATICS

Poster #449
Stagger Edit-Distance Tree Codes for Interactive Communication
MARCUS M. PENATE1, CHRISTOPHER T. PHAM1, and Hieu Nguyen2
Computer Science1 Mathematics2
Rowan University
Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences

Cell Biology
Molecular Biology
Neuroscience

Research in the Biomedical Sciences

- Aging
- Behavioral Neurobiology
- Cell Death
- Developmental Biology
- DNA Repair and Replication
- Genetics
- Meiosis and Fertility
- Micrornas
- Mitochondrial Biology
- Models of Human Disease
- Molecular Oncology
- Monoamine Systems
- Neurodegeneration
- Ribosome Biogenesis
- Signal Transduction
- Stem Cell Biology
- Transcription Mechanisms
- Translational Research

Programs

Doctoral Program (PhD)
- Cutting-edge cell and molecular biology training
- Strong record in student publications and career success
- Begin dissertation research within a year
- No tuition, generous stipend and benefits

Master's Degree Programs (MBS or MS)
- Biomedical Sciences (non-thesis)
- Cell and Molecular Biology (thesis)
- Histopathology (non-thesis)
- Molecular Pathology and Immunology (thesis)

Summer Undergraduate Research Experience
- 10-week program
- Hands-on research experience
- No tuition, competitive stipend

Combined Degree Programs

Accelerated Programs (BS/MS in 5 Years)

Application and more information:
rowan.edu/gsbs
Stratford, NJ Campus
856-566-6282
### MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

**Poster #455**  
**Efficient Decoding of the Quaternary Tenengolts-Helberg Insertion/Deletion Error-Correcting Code**  
KAITLYN MYERS¹, MADELINE PRESNEL², and Hieu Nguyen¹  
Mathematics¹ Computer Science²

**Poster #127**  
**Perovskite Solar Cell Layer Thickness and Efficiency**  
AMANDA R. DONNER¹, JOSEPH F. IANNELLO², Wei Xue³, Kandilam V. Ramanujachary¹, MATTHEW STONE⁴, EDWIN J. HICKS IV⁵, and JORDAN T. COOK⁶  
Chemistry & Biochemistry⁷ Physics & Astronomy⁸ Mechanical Engineering⁹ Electrical & Computer Engineering¹⁰

**Poster #222**  
**Core Muscle Recruitment in Balance**  
PIOTR B. LUKASZEK, THERESE E. PARR, and Jennifer A. Kadlowec  
Mechanical Engineering

**Poster #226**  
**Design of Smart Orthopaedic Implants**  
MEHDI BENMASSAOUD¹, CHRISTOPHER KOHAMA², ALEC J. SALVATORE³, Jennifer A. Kadlowec¹, Taewon B. Kim¹, and Shivakumar I. Ranganathan¹  
Mechanical Engineering¹ Biomedical Engineering² Chemical Engineering³

**Poster #240**  
**Developing a Modular Manufacturing System**  
DAVID M. COFFMAN¹, PETER GENOVESE IV¹, ANDREW BUNOZA¹, ALEXANDER R. LINDNER³, LESLIE C. MAIER¹, CAROLINE R. JORGENSEN¹, SEAN E. CALLAHAN², ALEXANDER C. SEMLER³, QUINN MCHUGH¹, and Anu Osta¹  
Mechanical Engineering¹ Electrical & Computer Engineering² Civil & Environmental Engineering³

**Poster #325**  
**Design and Development of a Parenteral Vial Seal Inspection Device**  
MICHAEL C. CAMERON¹, BRANDON P. YOUNG², JOHN J. STROLLO², ALEXANDRA C. MANOFU², SEAN P. DUGAN², Anu Osta¹, and Jennifer A. Kadlowec²  
Electrical & Computer Engineering¹ Mechanical Engineering²

**Poster #404**  
**A Novel “Ramen Noodle” Reactor**  
BRENNAN P. APPLEMAN, and Francis M. Haas  
Mechanical Engineering

**Poster #427**  
**Creation of Novel Device for Applying a Hemostatic Hydrogel to Traumatic Injuries**  
LOUIS A. BRILL¹, KISHAN PATEL², and Iman Noshadi³  
Mechanical Engineering¹ Electrical & Computer Engineering² Chemical Engineering³

**Poster #437**  
**Portable Pt-Catalyzed Microcombustion Powered Thermoelectric Generator**  
BHANU PRAKASH R. GUGGILLA, and ALEXANDER J. RUSTED  
Mechanical Engineering

**Poster #446**  
**A Flexible Spray Burner Experiment for Rating of Jet Fuel Performance**  
JAY A. LEFKOWITZ¹, TYLER J. GIBSON², BRIAN A. MATEUS², JAKE M. ZANI¹, JAY ESTADT², KEVIN MEDICH¹, and Francis M. Haas¹  
Mechanical Engineering¹ Chemical Engineering²

**Poster #447**  
**Predictive Blending Rules for Fuel Flash Points with Application to Jet Fuel Surrogates**  
JAY A. LEFKOWITZ¹, ALEXANDER R. IVANS₂, ALEXANDER SHEPHERD³, and Francis M. Haas¹  
Mechanical Engineering¹ Chemical Engineering²
ORIGINAL CREATION: WORKS OF THEATRE & DANCE

Poster #448
It's Happening at Home
MOLLY J. GIFFORD
Theatre and Dance

PALEONTOLOGY

Poster #213
Preliminary Studies on Brains of Early Cenozoic Mammals Based on MicroCT
TYRELL L. HARRIS, SABRINA M. PAPARO, LOULIA AL BITAR, and Luke T. Holbrook
Biological Sciences

PHYSICS

Poster #131
Electromagnetic Induced Hyperthermia Using Nanoparticles: Towards Targeted Cancer Therapy
ROBERT J. NITZKY1, BRYAN O. LEANDRY1, DAVID J. ZWICK1, JOSEPH M. PERROTTA1, and Nicholas Whiting1
Physics & Astronomy1 Biomedical & Translational Sciences2

Poster #136
The Equilibrium State of a Bose-Einstein Condensate in 1-Dimensional Space
GABRIEL J. KOVACS, ROBERT E. LOWE, KEVIN L. PARROTT, and Hong Y. Ling
Physics & Astronomy

Poster #139
Simulation of a One-Dimensional Finite Mass Fermi-Polaron System
JACOB T. CAGGESE
Physics & Astronomy

Poster #142
Determining a Hierarchy of “Correctness” for a Multiple-Choice Assessment
KYLE J. LOUIS, BARTHOLOMEW J. RICCI, and Trevor I. Smith
Physics & Astronomy

Poster #144
Laser Photo Thermal Therapy
JOHN R. GRIFFIN, JACOB D. HOEHLER, JAKE R. ACAMPORA, and Tabitha A. Dobbins
Physics & Astronomy

Poster #203
Reactively Sputtered Zirconium Nitride for Biomedical Electrode Coatings
NATALIE L. PAGE, JOHN G. LUCCHI, and Jeffrey D. Hettinger
Physics & Astronomy

Poster #218
Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy as a Tool for Investigating the Influence of Geometric Restriction on Biomolecular Interactions
BRANDON F. JARMUSIK, VINCENT J. ALTIMARI, EVAN J. BURDSALL, Michael J. Lim, and Nathaniel V. Nucci
Physics & Astronomy

Poster #243
Characterization of a Reverse Micelle Mixture for Biophysical and Biomedical Applications
CARA C. MAWSON1, HANNAH M. WORK2, JOSHUA A. BERG1, ZACH A. NORRIS1, and Nathaniel V. Nucci1
Physics & Astronomy1 Chemical Engineering2

Poster #255
Tungsten Carbide Derived Carbon Synthesis for On-chip Supercapacitor Applications
KEVIN JOHNSON, GABRIEL J. KOVACS, and BENJAMIN V. CALDWELL
Physics & Astronomy

Poster #321
Domestic and Wild Silks Blended with Soy Protein
JOSEPH R. PINTO, JOSEPH M. PERROTTA, CHRISTOPHER VELARDO, ANTHONY W. BARCA, STEVEN T. SANDERLIN, and Xiao Hu
Physics & Astronomy

Poster #322
Activated Products within the Components of Medical Linear Accelerators
JOSEPH M. PERROTTA, and Tabetha A. Dobbins
Physics & Astronomy

Poster #323
Domestic and Wild Silks Blended with Zein Protein
JOSEPH M. PERROTTA, CHRISTOPHER VELARDO, JOSEPH R. PINTO, STEVEN T. SANDERLIN, ANTHONY W. BARCA, and Xiao Hu
Physics & Astronomy

Poster #335
Primordial Black Hole Atoms
TYLER E. HANOVER, BRIAN NEPPER, DAVID J. ZWICK, and Eduardo V. Flores
Physics & Astronomy
Poster #342
An Iterative Approach to Calculating the Energy in a Fermi Polaron System
RONAK N. DESAI, and Hong Y. Ling
Physics & Astronomy

Poster #354
Special Relativity Effects in a Condensed Matter Medium
Eduardo V. Flores, and JOSEPH P. RATH III
Physics & Astronomy

Poster #409
Investigation of Anisotropic Pore Microstructures for Liquid Fuel Conversion and Lithium Ion Battery Applications
AARON HOPKINS
Physics & Astronomy

Poster #416
Synthesis of silver and titanium nitride bilayer films
ANTHONY J. VALENTI, EDWARD E. DAISEY, KEVIN BISHOP, and Jeffrey D. Hettinger
Physics & Astronomy

Poster #337
A Comparative Analysis on the Effects of Marine pH levels and Nutrient Water Composition on the Abundance of Coral Disease within the Reef Ecosystems of the Caribbean
LIZ THOMPSON
Biomedical Art & Visualization Program

Poster #346
Making Connections: The Nervous and Endocrine Systems
KELSEY G. BURKE
Biological Sciences

Poster #351
Visual Representation of the Greenhouse Effect
LAUREN S. BURKE
Art

Poster #450
The Anthropogenic Effect on Bird Species
CHRISTINA M. CZAJKOWSKI
Biomedical Art & Visualization Program

Poster #451
Scientific Visualization of Natural Immunity Mechanisms to Counteract Bacterial Infections with Aid of Antibiotic Drugs.
ALYSSA P. STERN
Biomedical Art & Visualization Program

PSYCHOLOGY

Poster #415
Effects of Age on Observational Learning Using UV Light Cues in Homing Pigeons
KIMBERLY M. GAULL¹, MARINA F. MIKIC¹, CAROLINE M. OTTO², and Gerald E. Hough²
Psychology¹ Biological Sciences²

SOCIOLOGY

Poster #420
Fighting with Food: Using Community Farms as a Tool for Liberation
DAQUAN WASHINGTON
Sociology & Anthropology
FULL TEXT ABSTRACTS AVAILABLE AT HTTP://STEM.ROWAN.EDU
CLICK ON "DOWNLOADS"

21st Annual Rowan University
STEM Student Research Symposium

POSTER LOCATIONS – SESSION III (12:00-1:30)

Alumni Presentation
Biomedical Research cluster
Computer Apps & Games cluster
Energy Research cluster
Pharmaceutical Research cluster

SESSION I (8:00 – 9:30) Posters #101-155
SESSION II (10:00 – 11:30) Posters 201-255
SESSION III (12:00 – 1:30) Posters #301-355
SESSION IV (2:00 – 3:30) Posters #401-455
TO ALL OF OUR GRADUATING STUDENTS, WE WISH YOU THE BEST IN YOUR FUTURE ENDEAVORS!

TO ALL OF OUR RETURNING STUDENTS, WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU AT NEXT YEAR’S EVENT

APRIL 25-26, 2019

The 2018 STEM Symposium has been presented by:

The Rowan University STEM Center
The Department of Biological Sciences
College of Science & Mathematics
The Henry M. Rowan College of Engineering